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Students lawsuit may backfire

If court rules in favor
of students, they
may lose their
representation in
city government
tyltflHindenach
STAfF REPORIER

University students only have a
short time to decide if they want
to lose their representation in city
government or agree to an
unconstitutional voting ward system.
The Federal District Court will
decide shortly on a lawsuit from
students against the city, which
states that the current voting

Universities
start phone
campaign to
defy budget
By Matt Sanctis
ll-WIII

TOLEDO, Ohio — Ohio senators might have a better idea of
how coUege students feel about
funding for higher education
after 10 schools, including
BGSU and the University of
Toledo, tried to get their point
across in a phone-a-thon
Thursday.
The event was organized by
loshua Wolf, the state and federal legislative affairs commissioner in Ohio University's student senate. He said students
from 10 public universities
called state senators and representatives all day in an attempt
to tie up phone lines. The students were calling to voice their
opposition to proposed cuts in
funding for higher education
because of a tight state budget
They got the idea from a similar
phone-a-thon held in 1993
concerned with financial aid.
Wolf said the only public univenita In Ohio that did not
participate were Central State
University, Youngstown State
University and the University of
Akron.
The students used a pre-written script composed by Wolf,
and continuously called senators in hopes of getting them on
the phone. They also talked to
secretaries and aides if senators
were not available.
"We figured if each person
made continuous phone calls
and stayed on the phone for
five to seven minutes, they
would be dealing with our
issues all day instead of other
things that may not be as
important," Wolf said.
Jeremy Heffner, president of
UTs Student Government and
a junior majoring in engineering, said students made calls all
day from nine phones in the
DriscoU Center.
"Basically, we had students
calling senators 12 at a time," he
said. Then, every five minutes
we would also try to call the
governor's office. I think we
kind of got on their nerves, but I
think we got our message
across," he added.
Shelby Hartley, a legislative
aide for Sea Randall Gardner,
said Gardner's office received
about 10 calls throughout the
day. She said Gardner would
take the calls into consideration
when the bill reaches the
Senate It is currently in debate
in the Ohio House of
Representatives.
"We probably got about 10
calls or so," she said. "Most of
them seemed to be coming
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ward system of Bowling Green is
unconstitutional.
If the court rules that it is, the
city will include an issue on the
November ballot to change the
council to an all at-large council.
In an at-large council, the entire
city votes for each representative.
According to Sarah fomashefski,
a University student and the First
Ward representative, that will cut
down on direct student representation in city government.
"Students have never won an
at-large election in the city,"
Tomashefski said. "Student
involvement is very low and in
most cases, if you put a student
up against a resident, the student
will lose."
Tomashefski spoke in front of
the Undergraduate Student

Government yesterday to get
their opinions about the situation. Rodney Fleming who is representing the case for the students, and Jeremy Neff, the final
student plaintiff for the case,
joined Tomashefski in briefing
the case and asking for opinions.
But it was apparent that those
involved in the case are very
divided on what should be done.
Tomashefski would like to see the
students keep their representation.
"I don't want to lose our student representation in city government," she said. "The way
things are set up now is unconstitutional and unfair, but that may
be something we will have to deal
with to keep our representation."
On the other hand, Fleming

and Neff feel that the constitutionality of the voting ward outweighs direct student representation.
"Even though it |the decisionl
may deprive students a seat on
council, it would at least give
them the opportunity to have
more of a say," Fleming said.
"At least students would be fairly represented, because all students would be able to go out and
vote," Neff said. "What I'd like to
sec is a system in which the students could be fairly represented."
Currently, the city is divided up
into four voting wards. Each ward
accounts for 25 percent of the
vote. But the populations of the
wards are not divided evenly.
Approximately 45 percent of the

population lives in the first ward,
but only counts for 25 percent of
the votes. On the other hand, only
12 percent of the population lives
in the third ward, but has an
equal say in the vote.
Back in March 1995, two
University students asked
Rodney Fleming to file a lawsuit
against the city because they felt
that the way the wards were
apportioned was unconstitutional. According to the equal protection clause of the U.S.
Constitution, there should be one
vote per person.
In 1996. the Federal District
Court ruled that the ward system
was unconstitutional and that
LAWSUIT, PAGE 5
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ecstatic
Steve Svoboda, a 24-

year-old Web site
designer, pauses near
his downtown Chicago
office April 25. He heads
Chicago's chapter of
DanceSafe, a Californiabased harm-reduction
organization that tests
Ecstasy tablets for the
presence of other, more
dangerous drugs. .
Mike Fisher The Associated Press
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Officers
sworn in;
Freimafk
to stay in
By Craie Gitford
POLICE REPORIER

At last
night's
Undergraduate
Student
Government meeting, the officers for next
school year
were sworn
into office,
FREIMARK
while one of
them considered an early resignation.
As new leadership was being
swom in, one of next year's senators planned to resign just
minutes after taking office.
Joel Freimark, who was also a
candidate for USG president,
went into last night's meeting
fully intending to step down
from his senator position.
While addressing the rest of
USG, Freimark stated that he
felt unappreciated and that his
time with the organization had
taken a lot out of him.
"I find myself battered,
bruised and exhausted after the
last two years," he said. "I've
been backstabbed and blackballed too many times to
count"
Comments that President
Sidney Ribeau made during a
speech also weighed on
Freimark's mind as he considered stepping down.
"It's painful when the president of the University insults
you in public," he said.
However, his speech took a
turn midway through when he
said that although his work with
USG has been tiresome, and at
times, thankless, he would stick
around for another year.
"The second half of that
speech was not written,"
Freimark said afer the meeting
"As I stood in front of the senate,
something inside of me said I
cannot resign."
He said it was a calling and a
promise that prompted his
sudden change of heart.
"1 gave my word that I'd be
back if not elected president,"
Freimark said. "If I had stepped
down, I would have broken my
promise."
The other members of USG
were not so reluctant to take
their new offices.
USB,PAGE 5

State to spend more on abstinence education
By Andrew Webh-Huggins
THE ASSOCIMEO PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio
would spend more money on
abstinence-only education and
physically separate abortion services from family planning services under proposed changes to
Ohio's $45 billion budget
Two freshman lawmakers on
Monday pitched the proposals,
which involve small amounts of
money but overshadowed other
discussions of the two-year state
budget, which the GOP-controlled House wants to pass
Wednesday.
On Tuesday, lawmakers will
begin debating dozens of proposed changes to the budget,
including a change in the way
Ohio provides Medicaid reimbursements to nursing homes.
House Finance Chairman John
Carey, aWellston Republican, said
lawmakers know not to expect
huge financial changes.
"I think we've been pretty obvi-

ous about the restrictions we're
under." Carey said. "1 don't think 1
have to tell members of either
party that we've got a tight budget"
Rep. Tom Raga, a Mason
Republican, has proposed taking
about $200,000 a year from a
Department of Health account
and using it on state-funded
abstinence-only sex education.
The money would be added to
about $500,000 a year in federal
money that the department
would use for abstinence-only
education under the budget plan.
The proposal is a compromise
from an earlier plan that would
have replaced some of the
department's $1.7 million in
health care and family planning
services with abstinence-only
education.
Carole Rogers, director of
Planned Parenthood Affiliates of
BUDGET, PAGE 5
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irS THAT FUNNY: House Appropriations Committee chairman Rep. Kenny Wilk, left, R-Lansing,
laughs after Rep. Melvin Neufeld. front right, offered to cut his legislative mailing expenses from the
Kansas state budget on Monday. State budget discussions are coming to a head nationwide.
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Students protest World Bank
WASHINGTON — A loud
group of nearly 300 screaming
demonstrators gathered outside
the headquarters of the World
Bank on Pennsylvania Avenue
Sunday to protest the bank's
international lending policies, its
involvement in developing countries and the propagation of
international debt.
The demonstrators, representing an amalgamation of different
causes, were united under the
catch-all slogan "global justice."
They sought an end to the debt
burden
on
burgeoning
economies by the cancellation of
debt from World Bank loans.
They made their presence known
at the spring meeting of (he World
Bank this weekend.
Police presence was high for
the scheduled protest, with uniformed officers manning steel
barricades around the building

and surrounding streets. The
unusual police response came on
the heels of last year's protest in
which over 1.000 people were
arrested.
"We are out here to see that
everything runs smoothly,"
Metro Police Chief Charles
Ramsey told U-WIRE.
Demonstrators gathered in
Edward R. Murrow park, located
between the World Bank building
and Pennsylvania Avenue. They
heard from numerous speakers
who led chants and (old stories of
the realities of World Bank assistance across the globe.
"We are here today to show
those people in that building that
the people in underdeveloped
Third World countries have a
voice, and they will be heard,"
said protester Adriana Keller. "We
are loud, and we will scream at
(hem until we are heard."
Following (he speeches, (he

group marched up Pennsylvania
Avenue, through the campus of
(he nearby George Washington
University and around the Warld
Bank building.
George Washington s(uden(s
lined the stree(s (o watch the procession as it made its way
through the heart of (he campus.
Abou( 50 s(uden(s actively
protested, many of whom were
members of the George
Washington Action Coalition, an
on-campus progressive student
activist group.
"Students from around (he
world and around (he U.S. are
saying no!" said Todd Tucker, a
leader of (he demonstration and
GWAC member. "Look at the
police presence out here," he
said. "It is a waste of taxpayer
money, of our money."
Police were vigilant during the
event due (o (he recenr heated
confrontation between police

and Global Ius(ice demonstrators
in Seattle, Quebec and last April's
meeting in Washington. At previous events, police used tear gas
and riot control to restrain
crowds of demonsrrators (ha( go(
ou( of hand. Sunday's action was
reserved in comparison.
The protest was oneofmanyin
a growing movement that is winning the support of college
activists across the country.
Despite the well-informed nature
of many of the protes(ers, some
are unclear as lo what the notion
of Global Justice actually is.
"I am not really (ha( up on (he
specifics of the issues," said loe
Amalay, a student at the
University of Maryland, who carried a sign decrying the World
Bank. "I think that if what people
are saying about the conditions
are true then it is a serious problem."
Many protesters saw the day as

only a stepping-stone to further
actions in the future.
"It is good that so many people
came out here today," said
Amanda Jenkins, a graduate of
the University of Pennsylvania
who was in the city on business
and attended the rally. "It is nice
to see that so many are wanting
to show their solidarity with those
who are less fortunate."
Official estima(es for (he
demons(ra(ion predicted as
many as 1,000 people would turn
out on Sunday, however, the
actual turnout was far lower.
"I am still excited to see this
many," said Keller.
The World
Bank and
International Monetary Fund
meetings continued as scheduled and plan to continue amid
planned protests on Monday.

More jobs available for graduates
thanks to growth of computer industry
By Susie Thompson

HOUSTON, Texas - The
future looks bright for college
graduates this year, especially for
those entering the computer
industry.
Computer-related occupations
are currently the fastest growing
in (he U.S. economy. Computer
engineers, computer support
specialists, system analysts and
database administrators are the
four fastest growing occupations,
according to the Bureau of I abor
Statistics, an agency within the
U.S. Department of labor.
The median annual salary of a
computer engineer, the fastest
growing profession in the United
Slates, is $61,910. Between 1998

and 2008, (he industry is expected to have an increase of 108 percent, or 323,000 extra positions,
according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
All other computer science
occupations are prcdic(ed to
increase by 115,000 posilions, or
by 117.5 percent by 2008. The
median earnings for compu(er
scientists are $46,670 annually.
The projected employment
increase does not only affect
workers in the computer-related
industry. Physician assistants will
have an estimated total employment increase of 32.000 positions, or 48 percent by 2008,
according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The average annual
salary of a physician technician is
$47,090.

Health services is the industry
with the second fastest wage and
salary employment growth projection from 1998-2008. according lo (he Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The health services field
is estimated to increase by 67 percent by 2008.
Regardless of the industry college graduates plan to enter,
obtaining a degree is beneficial in
the quest for a new or hener
career. Occupations that require
at least a bachelor's degree are
projected to grow almost 22 percent, compared (o 14 percen( for
all occupations combined,
according lo the Bureau of labor
Statistics. All but a few of the 50
highest paying occupations
require a college degree.
The U.S. population is expect-

ed to increase bv 23 million
between 1998 and 2008, according to the Bureau of labor
Statistics. Total employment is
expected to grow from 141 million in 1998 to 161 million in
2008, which is a 14 percent
increase. Because of this increase,
20 million new jobs will become
available during this period.
Various factors, such as
changes in consumer demands
and (echnological advancements, will determine (he distribution of these new jobs across the
U.S. economy.
Searching for a job can be a discouraging and tiring process. The
best way lo (ackle this project is to
use more than one method.
Methods of job searching, such as
classified ads, networking, the

Internet and word of mouth are
effective tools for locating an
open |K>silion.
The Internet also offers salary
calculators that determine the
average salary for various occupations and locations.
"Although I prefer to use the
Internet for job hunting, finding a
good job is Mill mostly about who
you know,'' said lennifer Greer,
graduate of the history program.
Because recruiting firms specialize in specific industries,
recruiters can help market candidates lo companies within an
industry. Also, recruiting firms
know about job opportunities
before the general public, which
gives their candidates an edge
over the competition.

Students
may go
online for
books
By Pat Racette
U-WIRE

AMES, Iowa — Al each
semester's end, students stand
in long lines in front of the
bookstores, waiting lo sell back
their books and put a little cash
In their pockets to start the
summer.
I lowever, buying and selling
books online is another option
of which more students are taking advantage.
For example, at Web sites like
www.CollegeStudentsNetwork.
com, a new site developed by
Mike Sheehan, a Crcighton
University student, students
can post book sales and access
an Internet database of items
for college students across the
United Stales.
The free site allows students
to browse and inquire about a
l)ook or post it for sale.
Susan Terry, textbook buyer
at Iowa State University Book
Store, said Web sites for buying
and selling textbooks are destined to fail unless students are
specific in letting each oilier
know what (hey have to trade,
"If they just put Psych 101
without including the teacher
and the class, they may not get
the right book," she said.
In the meantime, students
find other ways to avoid bookstore prices
"The books are too expensive, and I can't afford them,"
said Daniel Hunt, sophomore
in art and design.

The site allows students to
consider their options on a
broader scale than some other
mediums, he said, l>ecause "flyers and signs are just not too
efficient."
Terry said students do not
expect books to be so expensive, because they are not used
to buying college textbooks.

The Office of Campus Involvement would like to th;
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Bowling Green State University.
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What are you
doing on May 5:
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Concert, parties, studying, Cinco De Mayo ...
there is so much to do.
Let us know, oh and
don't forget to fill out the
year end survey at
unvw.bgnews.com/now
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Through the
Looking Glass
HEY. I'VE SEEN THAT DUDE
BEFORE: Police say a student at
Pennsylvania's Clarion
University, robbed a local bank
and then headed for Florida for
spring break, but stopped in
New York where he appeared on
an MTVs "Direct Effect." His face
was still fresh in the minds of
witnesses, some of whom were
MTV-watching students, when
the show aired. They recognized
him and alerted police. Police
Chief Michael Reed said, "He was
dumb enough to make us look
pretty good."
OH HELLO, OFFICER. IS
SOMETHING WR...?" After his
probation was revoked, Dennis
O'Brien faked his own death so
he wouldn't have to go back to
jail. He wrote a phony suicide
note saying that he was going to
scuba dive into a lake in
Arkansas with explosives rigged
to his tank. Then he fled. He lived
quietly for three years, then he
made his big mistake: bragging

about how he had fooled everyone Someone blew the whistle
to the cops who showed up at his
door. Sheriff Larry Sanders said,
"I don't think he expected us."
HOLD ON, YOU WANT ME TO
DO WHAT!? With revenge in his
heart, a businessman in Malaysia
got back at his estranged wife for
leaving him by featuring her in an
ad on the Internet, saying that she
was a loose woman available for
all sorts of hanky-panky. She
received calls from interested
men from as far away as Brazil.

at home, he went back, dismantled the camera and threw it into
the sea. But a witness saw him
and turned him in.

"Maybe there is no actual place called hell.
Maybe hell is just having to listen to our
grandparents breathe
through their noses
when they're eating
sandwiches."
JIM CARREY

Editor's Note: Read a second
Looking Glass column on the
Internet at
www.pingreeslookingglass.com

IF YOU DONT KNOW WHO HE
IS YOU'RE PROBABLY DEAD
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Home in San
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4 Revise kaxi
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9 Beats soundly
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What a pain in the glass
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39 Spud
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Pack down
God of love
M Descartes
Emphatic refusal
Shout
encouragement
Mosquito barrier
Enjoys a novel
Follow as a
oonsoquonco
Back lea
Pinters'
measures
Told a whopper
Confess
Mythological
maiden
Rib
Unchanged
Clocked
Wrtilnoy or
Wallach
Supporter of
Nicholas II
Burst Ot flame
Heavy curtains
Shade of a

PROBLEMS?
About to trade in
your sense ot humor, or lack thereof, for the answer to 12 down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are Quite
willing to part with them. All you
need to do is check the answer key,
still located on this very page. We
think.

bombshell?
49 Bluing
50 Loathsome
person
51 Depression era
migrant
S? Desert gully

53
55
56
57

Bathroom twture
_ the Ben
Poet Teasoale
Slaughter in
Cooperstowm
5B Sicilian spouter
61 Sawbuck

THREE-DAY FORECAST

BA-BOOOOOM! WHAT WAS
THAT!? An underground fire in
New York City caused an explosion that would have launched a
manhole cover high into the air,
had not Boris Spivak driven his
taxi cab over it just as it lifted off. It
went right through the bottom of
the cab. Spivak was not seriously
hurt.

TASTE GREAT Sweet
little Jenna Bush made a
no-no, she was caught
drinking under age in a
Texas bar. Bush (or shall
we say "Busch") followed
the example tor Bill
Clinton, she sipped but
didn't swallow. As everyone knows underage
drinking is against the
law! Chelsea never
pulled this kind of stuff!

I'LL JUST GET RJD OF THE
EVIDENCE. SPLASH! A 19-yearold man, driving his parents' car
at 68 mph in a 50 mph zone in
Sunnmoere, Norway, was photographed by a 10-foot-high
automatic camera designed to
catch speeders. To avoid trouble
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"So, is this semester ever going
to end?''
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WE ACCEPT ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS
Serving Bowling Green, Portage, & B.G.S.U.

X*

Subleaser - Prefer someone into
post modern classical. In bed by
8pm. Must be Into computer programming, Mac & PC literate &
must have a URL. Available
ASAP. Call 372-6977

Carry Out Only
Minimum Order of 2 for Delivery
Deep Dish Extra - We accept personal checks, AMEX, Visa, Mastercard, & Discover

Make

YOUR
Newspaper

The BG News is now
accepting applications for
summer and fall volunteers:
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews for editors will be held
starting on Monday, May 6.
• All other applications due Friday,
May 4.
• All other interviews will be held
starting on Tuesday, May 7.

Share your insight, creativity, ideas and opinions with
the Campus Community.

Reporters
Web Staff
Staff Editors
Copy Editors
Opinion Columnist
Photographers
Graphic Designers
Contact: AmyJo Brown
amyjobr@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Looking for a subleaser? Find EXACTLY what
you're looking for! You have 5 days to run your
wanted ad in The BG News Classifieds.

Call Now 372-6977

2pm Deadline
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ARMY STARTS ANTI-PORN CAMPAIGN
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The Army is installing Internet
software at more than 100 military posts worldwide to
prevent the viewing of pornography and other inappropriate material. The Army said it wants to prohibit
some 200,000 Army personnel from accessing porn,
gambling and other sites.

OPINION

U-WIBB EDITORIAL

Republicans begin assault on abortion
MINNEAPOLIS- II is ironic
that with conservatives in control of both houses of Congress,
as well as the White House,
Republicans would need to use
stealth measures to enact legislation.
However, if passed through
the Senate and signed into law
by the president, the Unborn
Victims of Violence Act would be
a not-so-subtle attempt by
Republicans in the House of
Representatives to pass legislation intended to eventually
repeal the right to a legal abortion.
In playing to the American
public, Republicans such as the

chair of the House ludiciary
Committee lames
Sensenbrenner, R-Wis, have said,
"This is not an abortion bill." It
is, however, hard to understand
how the bill cannot be related to
abortion. Throughout the debate
and comments to the press,
Republicans speak of protecting
"unborn children." The rhetoric
used could easily be substituted
for a debate over abortion rights,
just because proponents of the
bill did not specifically use the
word "abortion" during floor
debate, this does not mean there
is no connection.
The cunning in this move, and
real threat to abortion rights, is

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about the
possibility of abortion legislation? Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.

that Republicans can set up legislation that will have an impact
on abortion law in the future,
while being able to claim that
the issue they are fighting for in
the present is not about abortion. The act establishes a zygote
or fetus as a separate person
from the woman. Supporters of
the bill have been spending their

time discussing how to protect
women and their "unborn children." They must be aware of
the long-term repercussions,
especially in regards to the abortion debate, of defining a fetus as
a separate person.
A perfectly legitimate alternative to the act was offered by
Rep. Zoe Lofgren, D-Calif. Called
the Motherhood Protection Act,
it would have increased the
penalty for someone who
assaulted a pregnant woman
and the result was any injury
leading to miscarriage. This bill
would have acknowledged an
assault against a pregnant
woman earned more serious

consequences, yet would not
have gone to the length of
specifically defining what a fetus
is. By not being drawn into abortion politics, focusing instead on
the woman, the bill offered by
Lofgren shows a legitimate concern for the plight of the pregnant woman.
President Bush will undoubtedly play along with this scheme
crafted by his fellow
Republicans. This is unfortunate,
since Bush does not seem interested in creating a dialogue
about abortion. Instead, he
appears more interested in simply restricting abortion rights,
any way he can.

Bush and his fellow
Republicans should be more
straightforward in stating and
acting on their beliefs. To push a
pro-life agenda without clearly
identifying it as one does a disservice to the American populace
The debate over abortion is and should remain -- a separate
issue from the assault of pregnant women. Lawmakers who
want to repeal the right to an
abortion should say so, instead
of clouding the issue with
rhetorical games.

Caution: Military PEOPLE
ON THE STREET Native American major
approaching
sought for BGSU
(iHr>T COLUMN

AT ISSUE A little parody about what could happen if
the US military screws up again
There have been so many military blunders recently - from submarines to spy planes- that I felt
some comment must be made
about why our military keeps
nussing up. Keep in mind, this is
written without any seriousness
implied. It's a work of humor,
nothing more.
A local farmer walking along
the shoreline of Normandy,
France yesterday got a strange
surprise. lean Renaul, 66 year old
owner of a vinyard located a few
miles inland, was strolling along
the beach with his hound when
he noticed black shapes on the
horizon.
"I couldn't figure out what
they were," said Renaul. "Then I
realized they were ships. Many
ships of many sizes, some with
soldiers in them. I haven't seen
anything like it since I was a boy."
The local authorities were
contacted and troops were hastily mustered in chaos and confusion to meet the unexpected
threat. Fortunately, no one was
injured. The first troops that
landed recognized that something was amiss and quickly
radioed back to headquarters to
decipher what exactly they were
supposed to do.
General Andrew
Schwarchzeneggerkopf was
nearly speecheless when he
heard about what had occured.
"I couldn't believe it," said the
general "I mean, we weren't
planning a full blown invasion of .
France for at least a few more
years. First our Fox TV show
"Bootcamp" flops and now this.
What's next?"
After a few quick phone calls,
the source of the problem was
located.
"It was a rather simple bungle," said Schwarchzeneggerkopf,
"we mixed up our standing operation orders for the day with
some old files from the archives
that were in transit from tempo-

BRENT FISHER &
JACK DANIEL
EAGLEEYE

What class has given
you the most difficulty
this semester?

Opinion Columnists

rary storage to permenant storage. So, in essence, we basically
followed orders that were issued
during the years 1994 and 1995
and attempted to executed them
all in under a week."
"Obviously our invasion of
France was a part of that mistake, and we apologize for invading ahead of schedule. For some
reason we couldn't located some
of our landing vessels though.
The French Government has
stated that they haven't found
anything despite satilite photos
showing French soldiers carting
them away. We dont expect that
we'll be getting much of them
back."
There is a silver lining to this
whole ordeal, said Secretary of
Defense, Colin Powell.
"If we didn't catch the problem as soon as we did, we would
be in deeper water than this,"
said the secretary. "We were 25
hours away from initiating a full
nuclear assault on Japan. I don't
even want to consider the paperwork that would cause... did we?
Shit! I forgot to call that off. I
gotta go!" exclaimed Powell as he
sped out of the press room.
As for Jean Renaul, he stills
walks with his dog along the
beach every other morning, but
this time he keeps a stem eye on
the horizon.
I'm glad everything was fixed,"
said the farmer. "But why did one
of those American soldiers wink
at me and say 'I'll be back?'"

CHRIS DORE
SENIOR
GRAPHIC DESIGN
"Art History—
Midevil art. I don't
really go."

JOETHOMA
JUNIOR
HISTORY

"Canadian History
414, too much
reading."

We, the students of Ethnic
Studies 361, Native American
Women, have spent the past
semester working to promote
campus awareness of Native
American history, culture, beliefs,
stereotypes, and traditions As
students of Native American
Studies, we endeavored to call
attention to the fact that injustices continue to be committed
against Native Americans. This is
why we are trying to drag the stories of Native America out from
the sparse, tragic paragraphs of
history books and bring them
into the present day.
This is why we want to educate
the University community about
Native people.
Native American Studies
involves the consideration of history, past and current politics,
ecology, ethics, religion and spirituality, medicine, gender relations and agriculture to name but
a few areas. Studying Native
America allows students to
encounter a different world view,
including concepts of time and
history that may be unfamiliar to
them and non-Westem thought
processes that they might not
have encountered previously. In
this manner, students can
expand the scope of their own
reasoning, to think in terms of
webs of relationships and not be
limited to more linear styles of
reasoning related to Western
society. This is part of why we
believe that a Native American
Studies Major should be instituted at BGSU.
BGSU currently offers majors
in Ah u .ii i.i. Asian, Canadian and

Women's Studies. While we
believe that there is merit to
studying members of these specific groups, we think that it is
equally important for BGSU to
offer students the choice to focus
their education on Native
America
At this time, enough courses
exist at the University to create a
Native American Studies major.
Because there are already enough
Native Studies classes to constitute a 33 hour major, such could
be done at minimal cost to the
University,
The following is a list of Native
American Studies courses offered
by
the
Ethnic
Studies
Etepartment, as well as three cognate courses and four other
Ethnic Studies courses that could
be included in a Native Studies
major
ETHN 160 Intro to Native
American Studies
ETHN 230 Native Americans in
Film
ETHN 260 Contemporary
Issues in Native America
ETHN 360 Ethnicity and Native
American Identity
ETHN 361 Native American
Women
HIST 319 Indians in American
History
GEOG 337 American Indian
ENG 300Themes in Literature:
Native American Lit
ETHN 400 Senior Project
ETHN 405 Research Methods
ETHN 470 Independent
Reading Project
ETHN 489 Field Study in Ethnic
Studies
Two other ethnic studies cours-

es on Native America are in the
process of being developed, and
these could also be included in
the major. These classes are:
ETHN 460 Native American
Literature
ETHN 461 The Urban Indian
Experience
Besides bringing BGSU one
step closer to being a premier
learning institution, aware of the
rich cultural diversity among its
students and faculty, a Native
American Studies major would
make BGSU unique among midwestem colleges and universities,
few of which offer a Native
Studies major. There are no such
programs in Ohio, Illinois,
Indiana, Pennsylvania and the
lower peninsula of Michigan. A
Native Studies major would draw
not only Native students to
BGSU, but many non-Native students who have an interest in
Native America.
Over the course of three days
we were able to collect over 550
signatures of BGSU students who
support our movement to bring a
Native American Studies major to
BGSU. To all those who decided
to sign our petition, we thank you
for adding your name to this
effort, for taking the time to listen
to and consider our cause. You
represent the voices of the BGSU
student community, people who
have decided to stand behind us
and assert their opinion about
the importance, the need, to take
this new step in continuing
BGSU's tradition as an institution
of higher learning.
Teresa Milbrodt
lemanOb|ntt.bflu tin

Jack Daniel Eagleeye can be
reached at
whose_your_aaddy_1999&yahoa
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Voting dilemma
LAWSUIT. FROM PAGE 1

Bowling Green had to make a
decision about the wards and get
it approved by the cfturt
After several appeals, the court
is going to give its decision. But
the decision is not what
'lb 11 ULS lie I ski and the other students involved in the lawsuit were
hoping for.
For the past eight years, the stu dents have been trying to work
with the city to come up with a
settlement that would reapporUon the wards. If they do not

agree on a settlement before the
court decides, the students will
either have to drop the lawsuit or
agree to the all at-large council.
Either way, Tomashefski and
Fleming are looking for student
feedback.
According
to
Tomashefski, whatever the
majority of students decide is
what they will go with.
"We just want to make students
aware of what is going on in the
government," she said. "It is their
representation so it is really up to
them."

Extends Enormous Gratitude
and Appreciation to
FALL 2000 & SPRING 2001
SPRINGBOARD COACHES
for

Phone-a-thon
PHONE-A-THON. FROM PAGE 1

from places like UT, BGSU and
Shawnee State University."
Elizabeth Stewart, a constituent aide for Sen. Eric
Fingerhut, said while the office
did not receive any calls that she
knew of, Fingerhut is opposed to
cutting funding for higher education. However, she said that
because of a right budget, finding
more money to fund higher education has become a problem.
"Because of additional funding
in the budget for grades K
through 12, they will need to cut
the budget in oilier places," she
said. "Lifting the tuition cap in
2003 is an alternative option
that's being discussed right now."
Aaron Kuntz, a student senator
at Cleveland State University, said
students from his school called
senators from districts 12 through
34. He said he felt the campaign

was successful, even though he
knows it will be difficult for senators to get more funding for higher education because of the complexity of the budget
"Basically, it was just to inform
them that a lot of students aren't
happy with the amount of funding we get for higher education,"
he said.
Hcffner also encouraged students to attend a town hall meeting al Springfield High School
Monday at 7 p.m. to discuss
House Hill 94. The bill would
remove Ohio's current tuition
cap, allowing universities to raise
tuition by more than the 6 percent lhat is cunently allowed.
"There are about 489,000 students in the stale of Ohio," Wolf
said. "If they vote, then the government would realize that we do
have an impact and thai our
opinions are important."

their amazing job of coaching first-year students in
Springboard. Please join us in commending these
fine people for their hard work and dedication.
I Junoisier Allen
] Kelly Allen
I Amy Alspach
[Gary C. Anderson
I William H. Arnold
I Diane M. Arnzen
I Galen L. Ash
I Antoya Lanee' Ashford
I Andrew T. Asmo
I Myron Lance Baccus
I I h'M.i Baden

Budget disputes
BUOGET. FROM PAGE 1

Ohio, spoke against thai plan
Monday. She said abstinenceonly sex education should nol
replace money used for women's
health care.
"You don't want to take funds
away from lifesaving medical care
for women who are poor and
uninsured and give it to a totally
different program that offers no
health care services," Rogers said.
Raga said the compromise
avoids an extended budget discussion about a small amount of
money while satisfying the goal of
abstinence-only educators.
Melanie Howell, president of
Abstinence Educators Network
Inc., said she wanted to see the
funding closer to the $1.7 million
health care and family planning
figure.
"I know in reality you have to
negotiate," she said Monday. "It
would be a good start."
Also Monday, Rep. Mike Gilb, a
Findlay Republican, said he
wants Planned Parenthood to
physically separate abortion services it provides in Cleveland.
Columbus and Cincinnati from
family planning services.

"It gives confidence to the taxpayers of Ohio that their money is
not going to any form of abortion
services," Gilb said.
Planned Parenthood doesn't
use state money on abortions, but
offers abortions in the same
building as its other services in
those cities.
Gilb also wants to bar Planned
Parenthood from using state
money to counsel women about
abortions.
House lawmakers also spent
Monday working behind-thescenes on changes to nursing
home reimbursement
"Nursing homes are going to
get more money, but it's not going
to be the increase that they feel
they should get because of inflation," said Rep. Jim Hoops, a
Napoleon Republican.
Under Gov. Bob Taft's plan, the
state would reduce Medicaid
reimbursements to nursing
homes by about $250 million over
the next two years.
House lawmakers are working
with nursing home officials to try
to change the formula by which
nursing homes are reimbursed,
said Hoops, chairman of the
finance subcommittee on human
services.
•.

■

Freimark stays in
USG, FROM PAGE 1

)ohn Bragg, president, and
Rebecca Fitch, vice president,
both said they were pleased to be
stepping into office.
"I'm very happy and proud to
be vice president of USG," Fitch
said.
"It was a dream of mine," Bragg
said. "I can't believe it's actually
come true. I'm very thankful to all
the students who came out and
voted." The voter turnout was the
highest ever.
Twenty-eight senators also
took an oath of office, promising
to uphold the USG constitution
and perform their duties as senators.
After each member was sworn
in, Bragg addressed the new body
of USG. He said it is important to
him that the members of USG
continue to act as a "family."

CORRECTION
The phone number In
Friday's BE News profile of
Deidra M. Bennett, L.S.W.,
Victim Advocate, should
have read 372-2190.

"We can't lead others and have
others join us if we're not united,"
he said.
Besides the swearing in of next
year's USG members, Sarah
Tomashefski, representative for
Ward One, addressed the organization. She discussed the fact that
the city is planning to change its
ward system because it is currently unconstitutional.
The proposed plan is to switch
to all at-large seats, which could
mean there may not be student
representation on city matters in
the future. Tomashefski said that
if this were to take place, even
more students than the couple
hundred who typically vote on
city issues would need to do so in
order to get student representation on city counciL
"If we all voted, it probably
wouldn't be as big of an issue," she
said.
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I Greg R. Bader
I Melissa Baker
I Ann Ballinger
I Russ Baltes
I Jeremy C. Banks
1 Normea S. Banner
[Kelly A. Barneclo
I Kathryn Barry
I Sandy Bartuccio
1 David Bean
I Julie Beeker
I Bryan J. Benner
I Steve Bergert
I Brandon Best
I Guy Bierman
I Amy Marie Birkemeier
I Michael D. Blais
Molly Blank
I Michael J. Bodnar
I Valerie L. Boehme
I Christine Boes
I Deborah Born
I Lindsey J. Bourquin
ICheria L. Bowie
I Michelle L. Bracken
I Andria Pora Bras well
I Stephanie R. Brewer
I Amelie Brogden
I Logan S. Brooke
I Iris B. Brooks
[Ana Brown
I Angela M. Brown
I Daniel P. Brown
ITosha Brown
ITodd Buck
iMarissa Ann Buckholz
I Sarah M. Buckner
I Keisha Burton
I Susan Butler
I Luis Cabrera
J Jenifers. Call
j Khary Khalid Campbell
JTerri L. Capellman
I Jennifer Caperna
I Dominic J. Carrozzino
I Lindsay Carter
[Monica Carter
I Mike Cavallaro
[Anne Clark
Rertita Renee Clark
I Amanda Cleary
I Steven C. Coco
I Carl R. Cogar
I Thomas Conners
I Holliday Converse
I Kristin Ann Coombs
I Heather Cooper
I David N. Coticchia
Ijosh Coy
I David M. Crafts
David S. Crooks
I Marta Crow
I Peg Crow
I Cassandra Culcer
lAkisha Latrice Dailey
I Mkhele Andrea Dammeyer
Ijarrid R. Danburg
I Rebecca L. Danyi
I Thomas N. Davies
I Steve Delaney
[Gregory Diepenbrock
I Ryan M. Diepenbrock
I Holly Douglas
I Michele Dowling
I Michael Drane
I Gerald Dugas
I Aaron Dullinger
| Djisovi Eason
I Richard Edmonds
I Autumn Edwards

Jason B. Ellis
Ryan Charles Elmiger
Liz Emans
Jennifer England
Kyle M. Erhardt
German C. Espinosa
Jenny M. Evans
Niyala Sha-Quann Fanning
Tom Ferdig
Stacy A. Fete
Dorothy Firis
Gwenith Gwyn Fisher
Amelia Fleming
Rebecca J. Flintoft
Rachael Fogle
David Adam Foss
Michael J. Francis
Scott M. Frank
Adam Friend
Peruu S. Friess
Lisa M. Fulton
Sara Gaerke
Lori Ann Gallas
Scott Gailaway
Annaliece M. Gargiulo
Clint W. Gault
Lisa M. Genson
Janice J. Gerda
Rachel L. Gibson
William Gibson
Angelo J. Gomez
Kristi Lee (,ood paster
Warren Gordon
Thomas Gorman
Scott J. Graham
Rex A. Grasz
Eyal Grauer
Kristi Rae Graves
Ashley S. C. Gray
Katherine M. Gray
Nick Gresko
Jamie L. Grove
Valerie Kaye Grubb
Kelly Grubola
Michelle Gura
Kevin M. Gutekunst
Enrique M. Guzman
Carol S. Hague
Pamela N. Hairston
LeeHakel
Milton D. Hakel
Carla R. Hammer
Sharon Hanna
Joseph C. Hannaford
Tracy Hannah
Dean R. Harwood
James Hawthorne
Shelita Hayden
Todd C. Haydock
Michelle Heckman
Gordy F. Heminger
Amy N. Heuman
Jami Diane Heyder
Matthew E. Heyduk
Emily L. Hitchcox
Beth Hofer
Erin Courtney Holler
Austin Holman
Gail N Houtz.
Jennifer Hovest
Anna Marie Hoyt
Heath Huber
Charles L. Hughes
LaKeisha N. Jackson
Adam M. Jacoby
Laura Michelle Janci
Jessica Marie Jenkins
Stephanie G. Jesse
Elizabeth Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Paul John Jones-Pickett
Kimberly Ann Jordan
Laurie K.Jordan
Daniel Kaderly
Matthew Kaderly
Kiana Kailimai
Adam Kanar
Scott J. Kazura
Bridget Keenen
Phil Kennedy
Sarah Kessler

Amanda Kimmet
Carol S. King
Marjory A. Kinney
Leslie C Kirk
Florence A. Klopfenstein
Ken Knowlton
Jennifer Knox
Katharine Fox Kodrin
Sarah C. Kosmerl
I lolly Kramb
Amanda M. Kuntz
Susanne E. Lake
Alicia L. Lamb
Baccus Myron Lance
Alkeya C. Listen
John Lester
Thomas J. Libeg
Kelly M. Light
Melissa D. Liptak
Jerry Liss
William Lohrman
Keri Long
Michael Lotz
John Z. Low
Jackie A. MacCartney
Michael R. Madarasz
Deb M. Magrum
Shanna D. Marino
Benjamin Eric Martin
Matt J.Martin
Heidi Masters-Siebenaler
William B. Mathis
Lisa E. Matthews
Julie D. Mawhorr
Thomas Maxson
Jason C. McCarthy
Ellie McCreery
Christina McCee
Kristie Elizabeth McKean
Jandee M. Mckee
Susan M. McPeek
Meagan Hayes
Ramona B. Meraz
Travis J. Mercer
Nick D. Mikuler
Jessica Miller
Kimberley Anne Mitchell
Andrew C Miszak
Katie Moffatt
David Mohr
Nichole Marie Monroe
Sharon A. Morgart
Stephanie Morrison
Rachael R. Moser
Brian P. Murray
Maura S. Murry
Cortney A. Music
Megan Myers
Nathan C. Myers v
Linda L. Newman
Robin Norbeck
Kyle N.Novak
Carey Oakley
Jordan H. Ohler
Cindy M.Ott
Wanda I. Overland
Gene Palmer
Monica Palmer
Victoria K. Parker
Jeanette Pastula
Scott Patterson
Patricia I. Pat ton
Hizabeth Pecek
Yatika Menjou Peterson
Misha Philipwagner
Eugene Piggee II
Pamela L. Pinson
Steve J. Podhradsky
LeKisha Y. Powell
Rachel M. Powell
Mary Lynn Rogge Pozniak
Catherine Anne Pratt
Sara H. Prendeville
Brandon Hunter Price
EdPurchla
Dean Purdy
Marlene A. Purdy
Lena Quintero
Juene Rader
Kelly M. Rampe
Matthew Recchiuti

Ester R. Reese
Matt Reger
Jill Ann Reinhart
Sandra Ann Rieske
Tiffanie M. Riggs
Jessica A. Rofkar
Allvson Romano
Adrea Ross
Christine Mary Rotondo
Jennifer S. Ruhe
Ian Rutledge
Andrew Sahm
Adam Hill Sakel
Kennison Nils Saunders
Kris E Sautter
Sara Scheetz
Michelle F. Schmidt
Richard Landon Schneider
Jennifer Schuetz
Kimberly Ann Schultz
John Luther Schutze
Tyler Schwiebert
Nicole LaShawn Scott
Jennifer Seiverth
Uoyd C. Shelton
Carly Ann Siebert
Kelly L. Simmons
Kelly Anne Slatterly
Ann Marie Sloboda
Andrea Smith
Emily Lynn Snell
Erik M. Somers
Sara L. Sova
Christine Sowinski
Kasie Spangler
Burton Speakman
Scott Jeremy Stadum
Monica E. Stephens
Sheryl StoUer
Audria K. Stout
Jason Thomas Strasser
Melissa A. Sullivan
Stacy M. Sullivan
Brian R. Swackhamer
Linda K. Swaisgood
Jennifer Anne Szostek
Tim N. Tegge
Jay TerVeen
Jenn Thompson
Kendra A. Thompson
Andrew Seth Tinnin
Sarah Torres
Kristin Marie Torrey
Maria D. Tracy
Andrew P. Tremsky
Shawn Patrick Tubb
LaRhonda M. Tucker
Hailey Twardosky
Monica Lynn Utley
Barbara L. Waddell
Abbi Wade
Laura L. Waggoner
William D. Walters
Cameron J. Walton
Jennifer L. Ward
Cody L. Warren
Brad C Weingust
Frances Ann Weiss
Sarah Wenninger
Matthew Werner
Brianna Westrick
Kristen R. Wethington
Tamara White
Amy Wilbur
Daniel C. Wilkins
Dionne Williams
James Williams
Jeff J.Williams
Lori Williams
Michael Phillip Wilson
Stacey Wisniewski
Michael L. Wolf
Shawna L. Woody
Cara Lynn Yost
Monica L. Young
Kelly M. Youster
Aimee J. Zimmer
Jared Zivoder
Sue Zwayer
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STING ESCAPES PLANE CRASH
FLORENCE, Italy— A small jet carrying the British
singer-songwriter Sting skidded off the runway at
Florence's airport Monday night, but the Grammywinning musician walked away unhurt, Italian news
reports said. The cause of the accident was under
investigation, but ANSA suggested the brakes may
have malfunctioned.

www.bgnews.com/world

WORLD
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Supporters rally for Estrada
By Paul Alexander
THC

ASSOCIATED PRESS

MANILA,
Philippines —
Backers of ousted President
Joseph Estrada ignored warning
shots and tear gas as they
marched on the presidential
palace early Tuesday to demand
his successor resign, a day after a
coup threat died from lack of support.
The shots rang out from the
second line of riot police after
some of the estimated 20,000
marchers used a dump truck to
break through the first line, scattering officers who dropped their
plastic shields.
Some marchers picked up the
abandoned shields and pressed
on toward the palace. Police fired
tear gas canisters at the truck,
which took a direct hit and quickly began backing up as people
jumped off.
A special anti-coup task force
and other troops who have been
on high alert for two days waited
at the palace, where some 500
supporters of President Gloria
Macapagal Arroyo linked arms
and sang a hymn during a candlelight prayer vigil at a key bridge
entrance to the palace called

BRIEFING

Ship involved in child
trafficking

Mendiola.
The Estrada marchers chanted
"Mendiola" as they walked.
After non-stop protests since
Estrada was arrested Wednesday
on corruption allegations, tens of
thousands of Estrada backers
began leaving the "people power"
shrine after midnight to join the
march.
Estrada's wife, Luisa Ejercito, a
Senate candidate, addressed the
crowd with a message from the
former action film star warning
against the march because he
feared someone would get hurt,
but she claimed the crowd was
too committed to stop.
There also is the possibility of
unrest later Tuesday when Labor
Day rallies could put up to a milAssociated Press Photo
lion people or more on the streets.
PROTEST:
Supporters
of
ousted
Prsident
Joseph
Estrada
cheer in
Arroyo has vowed to permit
peaceful protest and crack down front of his portrait Saturday, April 28,2001 in suburban
hard on efforts to destabilize her Mandaluyong. This is their fourth straight day of protesting.
government.
Shortly after Estrada's arrest, his
Estrada, 64, was arrested on
"Last night, there was going to suspicion of plundering the econ- mostly impoverished followers
be a power grab, but it fizzled omy while in office, the first began massing at a monument to
out," Arroyo, her eyes heavy from Philippine president to land in jail the "people power" revolt along
little sleep but her voice sharp, on corruption allegations. He the EDSA highway near Camp
told a nationally televised news denies any wrongdoing. He was Crame. the national police headconference Monday. "1 was hop- due in court for arraignment June quarters, where the former president's cell is situated.
ing they would act so 1 could 27.
The political uncertainty that
crush them."
followed Estrada's unprecedented
jailing has dogged Arroyo's
administration.

Doo't ForS«trt&q
311 South Main Street A & B: Two bed
room apartments located downtown. Unfurnished
Spacious rooms and lots of storage. Gas heat.
Resident pays all utilities. $510 per month for a 12
month lease.
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BCSU Student
Ceramics
Organization

*

(our office only) ,-352-5620 .
www.newloverealty.com

IERUSALEM (AP) —
Explosions, one near Yasser
Arafat's headquarters, killed
five Palestinians in the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank on
Monday. A sixth Palestinian
died in a clash with Israeli soldiers.
The violence came even as
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon was insisting on an
extended period of calm before
relaunching any peace talks
widi the Palestinians.

Milosevic detained
for 2 more months
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— A court on Monday ordered
Slobodan Milosevic detained
for two more months during an
investigation for alleged wrongdoing while he was president of
Yugoslavia, saying he might flee
if let out of prison.
The Belgrade District Court
order gives the new, prodemocracy authorities more
time to build a case against
Milosevic, who was ousted last
October after 13 years in power.
Milosevic was arrested April 1
on suspicion of corruption and
abuse of power and was
ordered held for a month to be
extended as warranted.
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Professional Resume Kits!

X

♦

332
S.Main
Street
NEWIPVE
,
„.
. .
Rentals

5 Palistinians die in
explosion

VIEQUES, Puerto Rico (AP)
— A U.S. Navy cruiser and
fighter jet blasted a firing range
Monday in military exercises
thiii were delayed for hours as
officials scoured the area for
protesters putting themselves
in the line of fire.
Lt. )eff Gordon, a Navy
spokesman, said no protesters
weep found on the range on
Puerto Rico's Vieques island
and that, once the all-clear was
given, maneuvers began at 1
p.m., four hours after their
planned start.

The Campus Copy Center
Now Carries

#

unfurnished upper residence. Wood deck. Gas
heat. Resident pays all utilities. $465 per month
for a 12 month lease.

COTONOU, Benin (AP) —
Children taken from a suspected slave ship confirmed suspicions the vessel was involved
in child trafficking, officials
said Monday.
The government, UNICEF
and an aid group stopped
short, however, of alleging in a
joint statement that any of the
43 children and young adults
aboard the Nigerian-registered
MV Etireno when it docked in
Benin on April 17 were destined for slavery.

Navy exercise
de|ayed by protesters

t SPRING SALE *
*

•

May 3,4, & 5th

* Thurs-Fri. 9AM-8PM *
•*•
Sat 10AM-6PM
•*•

3151/2 South Main Street: Two bedrooms

—

Ceramics Dept.
Fine Arts Building
BGSU Campus

♦

♦
♦
Partial proceeds will
♦ benefit
♦
the Aaron Macy
♦
♦ Scholarship
Fund.
oppurtunities to ♦
♦ winRaffle
prints by artist Peter
Voulkos. Raffle to be
♦
held on May 4th.
*
♦
♦+♦++♦+♦♦♦♦*

Our Resume Kits Contain:
60 Sheets of Linen Paper 4 25 Matching Envelopes,
Enough to make 25 Professional ResumesI
Kits come in variety of colors.
Only $10.00 Per Kit

The Campus Copy Center
is Conveniently Located
at 111 University Hall
372-9633
*Resume Set Up Services Available Upon Request

Summer Employment Opportunities
Great Apartments Still Available
Bonne Bell, Inc., a leader in the youth cosmetic industry, has assembly
positions available in our Production Department for energetic, dedicated
individuals for summer employment.
PRODUCTION DEPT. (Assembly)
1" shift (7:00 AM - 3:30 PM)
2nd shift (4:00 PM - 12:30 AM)

for Fall 2001 at

GREENBRIAR
Columbia Court Apartments

Beautiful, clean facility and terrific working environment!
Please apply in person Monday through Friday between
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM and 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
BONNE BELL, INC.
1006 Crocker Road, Wettlakc, Ohio 44145
(Located 2 min. north from either Crocker/Bassett Exit off 1-90)
We have a drug and smoke-free environment.
E.O.E.

$900/mo. *1 Unit Left!

Field Manor Apartments
$625-$675/mo. *1 Unit Left!
Frazee Ave. Apartments
$625-$675/mo. *Limited number left!
Buff Apartments
$560-$625/mo. *2 Units left!
Apartments also available for summer
rental!
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352-0717

224 E. Wooster
CUINMUM, INC
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POX CARRIES VIRUS TO CHILDREN
PAWTUCKET, R.I. (AP) —Thousands of youngsters
will become carriers of a deadly, alien virus that
Hasbro Inc. hopes will spread quickly.
This germ warfare will be risk-free, however, played
out in a new handheld electronic game the nation's
second-largest toymaker calls POX.

Immigrants fight for Green Cards

1st civilian
visits space
By Marcia Dunn
THE USSOCIMEO PRESS

CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. —The
world's first space tourist,
California millionaire Dennis
Tito, checked into the international space station for a six-day
stay Monday and got a warm wel come. "I love space," he said with
a big grin.
He was promised first-class
accommodations, at least by
space standards.
"We are going to prepare everything for you — nice bed and
warm food," one of the Russian
cosmonauts told him.
The Russian Soyuz capsule carrying Tito and two cosmonauts
caught up with space station
Alpha following a two-day chase
that began with liftoff in
Kazakstan. The hatches swung
open and a voice called out:
"Welcome aboard!"
Soyuz commander talgat
Musabayev floated into the space
station followed by the 60-yearold Tito, who looked exceedingly
healthy. 11 to beamed as he shook
hands with the three space station residents and gave a thumbsup. Me WOK the standard blue
cosmonaut uniform.

NATION
By Karen Matthews
THE ASSOCIAtCO PRESS

"It was a great trip here," said
Tito, a financier who is paying up
to $20 million for the round-andround-the-world cruise. "And I
don't know about this adaptation
that they talk about I'm already
adapted. So I love space."
With a laugh, Musabayev told
Russian Mission Control — in
Russian — that Tito "looks
younger, maybe 10 years younger
now." The cosmonaut added:
"Maybe going to space makes
you younger." The teasing almost
certainly went right over Tito's
head; he does not speak Russian.
NASA, which had strenuously
opposed Tito's trip, broadcast his
arrival, using the grainy images
provided by Russian Mission
Control. The three visitors' main
objective was accomplished as
soon as they pulled up: delivering
a fresh Soyuz lifeboat. They will
leave Saturday night aboard the
old Soyuz that has been docked at
the space station for six months.
"We're so glad that (they) are
finally here, so we have guests in
our house," said space station
commander Yuri Usachev.
Usachev and his American
crewmates. lim Voss and Susan
I Iclms, had just said goodbye to
their last guests the day before.

LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
517 F. REKD Al Thuolln One Bedroom. I Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.

NEW YORK — Illegal immigrants across the country turned
out in extraordinary numbers
and stood in line for hours, trying
to beat Monday's deadline for
applying for legal residency under
a new federal law.
In Albuquerque, N.M., they
camped overnight outside the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service office. In Charlotte. N.C.,
parents hoisted infants in their
arms in a line that snaked around
a building
In Philadelphia, they marched
into a truck, where application
photos were taken assembly-line
style. And in New York, about 500
people lined up to file applica-

"I
need
papers,"
said
Abdoulaye Diallo, a taxi driver
who arrived in New York in 1995
from Guinea in West Africa. T didn't hear before. 1 found out today
from TV"
The Legal Immigration and
Family Equity Act, which took
effect in December, will allow
approximately 640,000 illegal
immigrants to seek green cards
without first returning to their
home countries. That is significant because most illegal immigrants who leave the United
States are barred from re-entering
for up to 10 years.
To apply, an immigrant must
be sponsored by an employer or
by a close relative who is a U.S.
citizen or legal permanent rcsi-

Ford receives award for courage against Carter
BOSTON (AP) — Former
President Ford won the lohn F.
Kennedy Profile in Courage
Award on Monday for taking the
political risk of pardoning fomier
President Nixon after Watergate.

r

The award is given annually to
an elected official who followed
his conscience despite the political cost.
Ford, who pardoned Nixon to
help the country recover from

JESUS IS RISEN,
NOW WHAT?
BIBLE STUDY LED BY PASTOR
DALE SCHAEFER
•

WED.
WED.
WED.
9PM

APRIL 18
APRIL 25
MAY 2
IN BA 117

EVERYONE WELCOME & REFRESHMENTS
SERVED. SPONSORED SY THE LO.F.T.

School Year Two Person Rale -1495 00
One Year - Two Person Rale $425.00
451 THURSTIN Across train Offrnluu, r
Furnished EITlclencles with full bath
School Year - One Person Rale $370.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $335 00
505 CLOUCH Campus Manor
Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath Plus Vanity
School Year - Two Perwn Rale $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rale • $550 00
449 455 S. INTKRPRISF - One Bedroom Fum or Unfum
School Year - One Person Rale - $410 00
One Year - One Person Rale - $360 00
605 SECOND . One Bedroom Unfurnished
School Year One Person Rale ■ $385 00
One Year One Person Rate - $340 00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished
School Year - One Person Rale - $415 00
One Year - One Person Rale $360.00
707, 711. 715, 719, 723, 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished
School Year • Furnished - One Person ■ $385.00
One Year • Furnished One Person • $345 00
402 H1CH Two Bedrooms. 1 Balh. Furn or Unfurn
School Year Furnished Two Person $575 00
One Year ■ Furnished - Two Person - $480 00
825 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Balh.
School Year One Person Rale - $450 00
One Year - One Person Rale • $400 00
701 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished.
I Bath Plus Vanity In BR.
School Year • Two Person Rale $580 00
One Year Two Person Rate • $505 00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. 1 Balh. Vanity In Hall.
Furnished - School Year Two Person Rate - $555 00
Furnished ■ One Year • Two Person Rale • $460 00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. I Bath, Vanity In Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545 00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rale - $450 00
802 SIXTH • Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. 1 Balh Plus Vanity.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rale - $585 00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rale - $500 00
840 850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished School Year - Two Person Rale • $615 00
Furnished • One Year • Two Person Rale - $525 00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Balh. Vanity In Hall.
Furnished School Year Two Person Rate - $545 00
Furnished One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $450.00

Associated Press Photo

WAITING: A mother holds her sleeping child on her shoulder as she
waits in line at the Immigration and Naturalization Services office in
Chicago Monday, April 30, 2001.
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Bring your teaching degree to
■

Houses For August hcascs
256 S. College. Unit »B - Two Bedroom, limit
4 people. $700 00 per month. Least 8/23/01
lo 8/10/02.
530 E. Merry - Thre* Bedroom, Limit 4 people.
$750.04) per month Lease 8/23/01 to 8/10/02.

Nixon in 1974, following his resignation, was very controversial but
necessary," Ford said. "It is
encouraging in 2001 that there
appears lo be a better underslanding for my decision."

"our long nalional nightmare,"
said he is glad to be recognized
for making the decision, which
some say cost him the 1976 presidential election.
"The pardon of President

rnia

In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate,
sports, entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with
open arms and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here,

I

call toll-free 1-888-CalTeach orvisitourwebsiteatwww.calteach.com.

605 Second - Four Bedroom. Limit 4 people.
$760.00 per month. Lease 8/23/01 to 8/10/02.

• Competitive starting salaries and benefits

710 Eighth - Three Bedroom, Limit 3 people.
$920.00 per month. Lease 8/2301 o 8/10/02.

• Housing and cost of living incentives

• Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
• Strong community support for teachers
• Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

li
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REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office 354-2260
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BRIEFING
Sabers stop
Penguins 4-1

TUESDAY

The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH — Jason
Woolley's tip-in midway
through the third period
broke a tie, and the Buffalo
Sabres rediscovered their
offense to avoid going down
three games, beating the
Pittsburgh Penguins 4-1
Monday night.

May 1,
2000
www.bBnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

MAC Championship ahead for Track
By Ryan Fowler
SPORTS REPORTER

If there were dog days of theoutdoor track season this would be
them.
The Falcon sprinters,
leapers, and throwers are competing in their last few meets and fine
tuning their skills so they will be
ready for the all-important MidAmerican
Conference
Championships.
The
Championships will be held May
17 in Ypsilanti, Michigan on the
campus of Eastern Michigan.
This past weekend the
women's track team was pretty
busy with some athletes traveling
to Iowa for the Drake Relays, while
most traveled up to Michigan for
the Hillsdale Relays.
Last Wednesday, Coach Scott

Sehmann traveled with his team
to Des Moines, Iowa to prepare for
the three-day Drake Relays, which
began on Thursday. Being one of
the largest meets in the nation
there was plenty of competition to
be found at the meet. BG realized
that this meet was not going to be
a walk in the park.
Although no Falcons competed on Thursday, there were three
competitors for BG on Friday.
Andrea Cook placed seventh overall in the pole vault with a height of
11-10 1/2 just nearly missing her
patented 12-0 mark, loy Echler
also came up big in the competitive field in the 3,000m steeplechase, finishing 11th overall with a
time of 11:11.02. The distance
medley team was also in action on
Friday and finished 18th overall

with a time of 12:09.96.
It was senior high jumper
Stephanie Heldt leading the way
on Saturday. Heldt, like she has so
many times this season, took first
place in the high jump with a leap
of 5-10 3/4. BG was also represented by the 4x800 squad on the
meets last day. The team made up
of Christine Thompson, Echler,
lovone I loupe, and Briana Killian
placed 12th overall with a time of
9:22.15.
With coach Sehmann in Iowa
for the weekend, assistant coach
Cindy Stanfield traveled with 14
women track athletes up to
Michigan to compete in the
Hillsdale Relays. The meet, like the
Drake Relays, started on Thursday
and ran through Saturday.
Lisa Mariea and lanean

lohnson were the lop performers
for BG over the weekend in
Hillsdale. Mariea finished fourth
in the 10,000m with a time of
37:52.67. lohnson followed suit
with a fourth place finish of her
own in the shot put with a toss of
13.64m.
There were a few other bright
spots to make note of at the meet.
The 4x400m relay team posted a
time of 49.30 to give them fifth
place overall, freshman Alicia
Taylor continued to mature as a
runner and took the 10th spot in
the 200m dash in a lime of 25.97.
MEN
The men also traveled to
Hillsdale to compete in the relays
over the weekend. The Falcons
TRACK. PAGE 9
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Women lose
to RedHawks
By Erica Gambaccini
SPORTS REPORTER

Mortan DoliU BG News

CHAOS IN THE CAGE: Bowling Green student Jason Bender puts his opponent in a choke hold during 'Chaos in the Cage.' The event
took place at the Woodland Mall on Sunday.

FIGHT CLUB

The women's tennis team's
season ended on Friday in the
quarterfinal round of the MidAmerican
Conference
Championship as the Falcons
fell to the third seed, Miami
University.
"I felt we competed well and
hard in every match," head
coach Penny Dean said.
"Miami was just better."
After winning the doubles
point the RedHawks went on
to win three singles matches to
post a 4-0 decision over the
Falcons.
"I thought we would get the
doubles point," Dean said.
"Devon and Abby played really
well.
Senior Abby Bratton and
junior Devon Bissinger beat
the RedHawks' Ivona Grujic
and lanct Baker 8-3 at the top
doubles flight.
"Second and tliird doubles
were really nervous," Dean
said. "We kind of tightened up
a bit."
After losing the doubles

point the Falcons went into
their singles matches ready to
get back at the RedHawks.
"Meghan totally reversed her
match from last week," Dean
said." I felt like everyone was
playing well."
Senior Meghan Rhodes was
beating her opponent Grujic 61,4-5 in the first flight, but did
not finish the match because
the result had already been
determined.
In the MAC Championships
once a team wins four points
the other matches are stopped
and not finished.
"I felt that they |the scniorsi
were giving it all they had,"
Dean said. "On that given day it
just wasn't enough."
At the sixth flight senior
Tracy Howitt also had the
advantage over her opponent
Erica Echko after winning the
first set 7-6.
"Miami played better than
they did a week ago," Dean
said. "In singles they fought
hard to get back into the
game."
WOMENS, PAGE 9

Bowling Green and University students
gets a taste ofChaos in the Cage'
NickHurm
ASSIS1AN1 SPORTS EOIIOR

Eric Miscuda spent his Sunday
afternoon trying to avoid his
opponent and his Sunday night
trying to knock his head off.
Miscuda is a fullback on the
Bowling Green football team
who carried the ball four times
for 10 yards during BG's spring
game
Sunday
afternoon.
Generally, that might be enough
action in one day for the average
person, but not for Miscuda. The
junior finance major was one of
a handful of fighters who
brawled in 'Chaos in the Cage,' a

fighting tournament challenge
that took place at the Woodland
Mall.
Miscuda only had one other
opponent in his weight class that
night, so his opening Gglit in the
octagon-shaped ring surrounded in a chain-link fence was the
championship bout.
"I just wanted to knock the
snot out of him," Miscuda said. "I
went in there feeling like I was
going to dominate. I didn't have
any respect for my opponent. If I
lost, than I lost."
But Miscuda didn't. Despite
moving up a weight class, he

defeated his opponent by decision in a back-and-forth match
that went into overtime.
Miscuda was down early after
his opponent got him on the mat
in a headlock. Miscuda put up
enough of a fight to get out of the
headlock and brought his opponent to the ground, swinging
fierce open-fist blows at his
opponents head. The crowd of
around 300 gave Miscuda a wild
ovation as he swung away, pummeling his opponent.
lason
Bender,
another
Bowling Green student, helped
bring 'Chaos in the Cage' to

Bowling Green. Not only did
Bender have to deal with the
concern of turning a profit, but
the Bowling Green student also
had to fight that night.
Fortunately for Bender, he won
his weight class by getting both
his opponent's to submit.
Bender said he broke even for
the event.
Bender has also fought in
other events and hopes to continue fighting in even more competitions not far down the road.
"My first fight was a no holds
FIGHT, PAGE 9

Golfers last putt good for fourth
By tori Hammond
SPORTS REPORTER

It was a long journey, but the BG
women's golf team finally got some
reward for its year-long schedule
Freshman lenny Schnipke and
sophomore Shelley Binzel closed
out their outstanding seasons by
leading the Falcons to a fifth-place
finish at this past weekend's MAC
championships held at Walden
Ponds Golf dub in Indian Springs,
OH.

them behind winners Kent State,
who dominated the competition
with 887, Ohio, which totaled 936,
Eastern Michigan, who finished
with 949, and fourth-place Toledo,
who finished just ahead of the
Brown and Orange with 962.
Schnipke earned second-team
all-MAC honors with her sixth
place finish. Her
final-round 74 was preceded by
rounds of 76 and 79. Binzel, who
has teamed with Schnipke to cre-

finished eighth with a three-round
score of 234. She opened with
rounds of 77 and 75. but then
dropped back somewhat with a
final-round 82.
Also scoring for the Falcons
were Stephanie FJsea, who tied for
23rd with a total of 245 (79-81-85),
Emily Hassen, who was 32nd,
carded a total of 260 (87-87-86),
and Shannon Smith totaled 266
(86-89-91) for a 36th-place finish.
The Lady Falcons lose no one off

forward to another strong season
with a young, strong nucleus to
return next year.
Notes
Schnipke and Binzel led the
team in average per round, with
Schnipke averaging 80.54 and
Binzel totaling 81.71 for the season...This was the fifth straight
season that the Women's team has
finished in the top five in the
MAC...The team finished in the
top 10 in eight out of 10 touma-
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SERVE IT UP: Junior Vitek Wild serves a heater. Wild became
the winningest player in BG history with a match win at WMU.

Falcons fall to
WMU at MAC
By Erica Gambaccini
SPORIS REPORTER

The men's tennis team open
the Mid-American Conference
Tournament on Thursday
morning with a 4-0 victory over
the University at Buffalo.
The Falcons started off by
winning the doubles point.
Sophomore Micael LopezAcevedo and freshman Nick
Moxley teamed up at the bottom flight They scored the first
win for the Falcons against the
Bulls' Tim Powell and Brent
Persia, 8-4.

and junior Vitek Wild teamed
up to beat the Bulls' Justin
Brtko and Dave Emihovich by
the same score, 8-4.
The Falcons went into the
singles match needing just
three more victories. Those victories came to Moxley, M.
Lopez-Acevedo, and junior
Mike Kossoff.
The other Falcons did not
finish their matches because
the result had already been
determined.
This victory advanced the
Falcons into the semifinals on
Friday
against Western

At the middle flight, sophomnm Wrnlas ! nr»7. Arpvpdn

.
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Safety a concern

Wild passes Bartan

FIGHT, FROM PAGE 8
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bar fight." Bender said. "I lost to
the guy who had trained under a
prominent guy, but I broke the
guys nose. I had never even
trained before so I figured that
this might be something that I
could be good at."
Fighters good enough to make
their way through 'Chaos in the
Cage' could cam a spot at the
next level at "Ultimate Fighting
Championship." UFC has been a
popular also controversial at the
same time. Many of the opponents of UFC say (hat it is too violent of a sport. Some states have
banned UFC, who's notable stars
have included Ken Shamrock,
Fremont native Mark Coleman
and Dan Sevcm. Many of the
experienced fighters that have
been around both 'Chaos in the
Cage' and.UFC say the accusations arc
vnright ridiculous.
One of the supporters is Mark
Matheny. who was served as a
referee in the contest. Matheny is
a third-degree black hell who has
been around karate and grappling since 1972.
"This is the eleventh contest 1
have
officiated
the
year,"
Matheny said. "So far the worst
injury we have had is one bloody
nose. What wc teach here is figlit-

"Since I've been
fighting the worst
injury I've had to
deal with is the
one I have right
now - a sprained
ankle."
JASON BENDER FIGHTER

er safety. The fighters go in knowing that safety is the most important thing."
Bender also agrees that the
claims are outrageous
"Since I've been fighting, the
worst injury that I have dealt with
is the one I have right now - a
sprained ankle," Bender said.
"This is a sport where the fighters
respect each other. People who
want to talk about sports being
too violent should talk about professional wrestling where guys
are throwing each other through
chairs.
"I played football in high
school and it is much more violent than this." Bender said. "No
one here dies."
Bender hopes to bring 'Chaos
in the Cage' back to Bowling
Green sometime tliis fall.

Eastern wins title

Michigan University.
The Brown and Orange lost a
nail biting 4-3 match against the
Broncos. The match lasted nearly
four hours as the Falcons ended
their season 19-10overall.
The Falcons started off on the
right foot by winning the doubles
point. In the top flight sophomore Geoff Hiscox and lone
senior Brandon Gabel defeated
the Broncos' Ryan Tomlinson
and Ryan Maarschalk in a
tiebreaker, 9-8 (5).
M. Lopez-Acevedo and Moxley
were victorious for the second
time this weekend defeating the
Broncos' Fernando Garcia and
Christian Brattstrom in the bottom flight.
In singles action the battle continued. Four of the six matches
required a third set.
The Broncos'
Brattstrom
received the first victory beating
out M. 1/jpez-Acevedo in the
sixth flight.
The next match to finish was
the fourth flight where WMU's
Ravishankar Pathanjali defeated
Moxley 7-5,6-3.
Western earned another point
at the fifth flight as the Broncos'
Maarschalk won in three sets

Ogelsby gets 2nd
TRACK. FROM PAGE 8
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Fastern Michigan University
won the MAC Championship
after posting a 4-3 victory over
Marshall University
The Fugles beat Western
Michigan University in the semifinals. They had beaten the
Broncos earner In the season, but
their win was taken away
because of a protest.
The luigles also lost to Marshall
during the regular season and
turned around to beat them in
the finals.
"That goes to show that
because you lost to a team once it
doesn't mean that you'll lose to
them again." Dean said.
Dean said that the season didn't meet her expectations,
"We met our academic goals,
but other than that we didn't
meet any of our goals on the

court," Dean said.
On of their goals was to finish
better than last year (third),
which they didn't. The Falcons
finished the season in the sixth
seed.
Another goal was to win several matches that they lost.
Their third goal was to win
more conference matches than
last year, which again they didn't
do.
"The Northern Illinois match
was the highlight match for us
during the MAC season," Dean
said. "It was an extremely close
match. We lost the doubles point
and came back to beat them 4-3."
The Falcons will be losing four
seniors this year.
"Next year will definitely be a
rebuilding year." Dean said. "The
team will be 90 percent freshman
and sophomores."

were initially suppose to compete at the Drake Relays, but a
few minor injuries and the
thought of getting some rest won
out as die final plan.
This weekend Ricco Oglesby
performed well enough for second place in the 100m dash in a
time of 10.61. Oglesby is starting
to come on strong here at the end
of the outdoor season and proved
it again in Hillsdale.
Coach
Sterling Martin knew all the way
back in lanuary what he had in
his junior sprinter.
" Ricco from day one has been
one of the top sprinters in the
conference," said coach Martin,
"and he is reestablishing himself

X
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over Kossoff (6-0,3-6,6-0).
The Falcons were able to come
back and win the next two
matches. Hiscox defeated WMU's
Steve Pillon (4-6, 6-3, 6-3) at the
second flight, while junior Vitek
Wild won at the top flight over
Garcia (7-6,0-6,6-4).
Wild became the winningest
player in BGSU men's tennis history with this win. He now was a
total of 143 victories to beat out
Radu Bartan, who had 142 victories from 1996-99. Wild is also
fourth all-time with 78 singles
wins and sixth with 66 doubles
victories.
The match was now tied 3-3. It
was all riding on the third singles
flight match between N. LopezAcevedo and Tomlinson. N.
Lopez-Acevedo was up early on
in the match with the score of 63, 4-1, but Tomlinson was not
about to give up. Tomlinson
came back and won the second
set in a tiebreaker. He went on in
the third set and broke N. LopezAcevedo's serve, which proved to
be the final break. Tomlinson
went on to win the match with a
final scores of 3-6,7-6,6-3.
Western Michigan went on to
beat Ball State University 4-3 in
the finals on Saturday in another
grueling match.

X

right now. I think going into the
conference meet his confidence
level is getting right up there."
The 4x400m relay team also
posted a second place finish with
a time of 42.06. Tom Kutter was
back in prime racing form and set
a personal best in the 5.000m.
Kutter took fourth place overall in
a time of 14:40.43. In the 800m
losh Cook ran a time of 1:55.76 to
earn a 12th place finish.
In the field, two sixth place
finishers led the way.
Drew
Downey took sixth in the pole
vault with a mark of 4.75m and
lamal Salahuddin took sixth in
the discus with a hurl of 46.46m.
"I thought it (Hillsdale Relays)
went very well," coach Martin
said. "Most guys had a great two
days of competition."
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Appearing on our Center Stage... XXX Uideo Star

Large selection of

SHone

DVD's for rent!

Shows at 7pm, 10pm, lam

may 3,4 a 5

\ Employ merit opportunities for

Join us Wednesday at 10 pm for

cummer. Great way to earn

Amateur night

money over the summer!

TOLEDO

521-0079

The Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS
— Tim
Duncan scored 24 points and
David Robinson added 21 as
the San Antonio Spurs
wrapped up their first round
scries against Minnesota with
a 97-84 victory Monday night.
The Spurs, 3-1 winners of
the scries, will play the winner
of the Dallas-Utah scries. They
also knocked the Wolves out of
the first round in 1999, before
going on to win the NBA title.
The Wolves losi In the first
round for the fifth time in as
many seasons. Their 0-5 series
record in the playoffs is the
worst among all NBA franchises.
Minnesota's Anthony Peeler
and Terrell Brandon, both
scoreless in the first half, hit
back-to-back 3-pointcrs with
less than six minutes left as the
Timberwolves rallied from a

10-poinl deficit to make it 7573. But a pair of baskets by
Robinson pushed the Spurs'
lead to 79-73.
Brandon
hit
another
jumper, hut a pair of free
throws by Tim I )uncan and a
3-pointer by Danny Ferry
pushed the Spurs' lead to 8475 with 3:13 remaining. The
Wolves never got within seven
points die rest of the way.
The
Wolves'
Wally
Szczerbiak scored 20 points,
giving him 38 over the last two
games. He was held to 18
points m the first two games of
the series.
Kevin Garnett added 19
points, and Brandon finished
with 17.
Robinson played the fourth
period with four fouls. He
picked up his fourth with 4:26
remaining in the third period,
and the Spurs leading 63-57.

SCSDIOH
flhby $3Wllcki
eJeDD W*US
JeD 'Hosel
'£ecp cNorvv'oexI
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|Showsat6pm, 9pm,12am

bachelorette party needs.

125 2 BYRNE RD

Spurs win big;
take series

may 7 & 8

5,We carry all your bachelor &

Sunday-Wednesday
■!■/■■
10 '"" 2 arn
'
Thursday-Saturday
10 am - 4 am

The Associated Press

SIAM IT: Minnesota's Kevin Garnett goes up for a slam in San
Antonio's 97-84 win yesterday.

2001
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S300 1st Place Prize

W-'^SMH
135 S Byrne Rd • Toledo 531-0079

ONE STOP SHOPPING!
Come Home to

Leases available for 2001-2002

RIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

W
801 Fifth St. «1,J&7: two bedroom unfurnished aparlmenli with patios Private
parking lot and laundry Facilities FREE WATER & SEWER Resident pays electric
and rjas heal $480 00 per month for a 12 month lease. $580 00 for a 9 month

LAKE CAMPUSI\A& Summer!
Let the Lake Campus help you maximize your
summer — At the Lake Campus, you can:
Pick up Gen. Eds or Prereqs, transfer them back to
your school, and be on easy street in the Fall! (Teil your
friends that you spent the summer on the lake!)

lease.
803 Fifth St. «1,},6,&7: two bedroom unfurnished apartments with patios or
balconies. Private parking lot and laundry facilities. FREE'WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric & gas heat. S48000permonlhfora 12 month lease.
SS80.00 for a 0 month lease.
}09 High St. K187: two bedroom unfurnished apartmenls with patios. Private
parking lot and laundry facilities FREE WATER & SEWER Resident pays electric
only SS 15.00 pet month for a 12 month lease. S645 00 for a 9 month lease

NEWIPVE

352-5620

Rentals

H2S.M*

www.newloverealty com

(Our only office)

To register, we require one short application, which you
can obtain by calling 1-800-237-1477. Write on the application
that you are applying in response to this ad, and we'll waive your
application fee! Tuition is $100 per credit hour.
Summer Terms "A" and "C" begin June 11, "B" Term begins July 16.
Welcome to...

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Blrchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
All residents receive a membership
to Cherrywood Health Spal
Indoor healed swimming pool sauna.HydraSpa Whirlpool, complete
exercise equipmenc. complete locker room & shower facilities

1\ WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY-LAKE CAMPUS
\
•=A

7600 State Roate 703
CeUaa, Ohio 45822-2 952

JSt

530 Maple • 352-9378
Nlon-Frl. 8-12.1-4:30.
Sat. 10 -2pm

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

*""C»mpu» Pollyeyaa'""
Break your chains from chain pizza
Try homemade, hometown pizza!
352-9638
•""Campus Pollycyes

$500 9 afternoons June 7tti to the
16th No Sunday Must have reliable
car. Paper sub Paid training. Call
352-4636.

Great summer jobs. $10-$12 an hr.
Work outside. Taking applications
now 1 -888-277-9787 or www.collegeprocom.

1974 Mobile home, remodeled. 2
bdrm. w/shed. wooden porch, great
for college students, asking $3500.
352-1383 Bill.

The BG News I
Classified
Ads

372-6977
Ihc H(i News will not knowingly
accept MlvCltiMIIKIIII llul dlsmminjic. tn encourage discrimtaidM
against any intliviilual or group on
the KIMS HI race, sex, color, creed,
religion, lutional origin, scsu.il on
entjlinn. disability, status as a veteran, or on (he h.isis ol .in> olher legally prelected status

J.K SIGMA KAPPA SK
Congratulations lo Danielle Markel
on her engagement lo Patrick
Hopper'
JK SIGMA KAPPA EK

"Summer Child Care Needed"
In our Perrysburg home for 2 yr. old
boy. 2pm-6pm up to 4 daysAvk.
Early childhood edu. or related
major preferred Call Ann Marie ©
419-874-0878.

Wanted

Absolutely Free Inlo!
Learn How to Earn
Online Income
www.Homelnternetlncome.com

Services Ottered

•NEED"
3 Arts and Sciences
Graduation Tickets!
WILL PAY CASH!
Call Kelly at
352-4127.

ATTORNEY
Landlord/Tenant, Traffic & Personal
Inmtv. CHI ■> 19-472-9774.

Personals

!!!!HEVBGSUCnADUATEB!!1!
No! attending the A&S ceremony?
Have < G people attending?
Go to Strident Services today
witn your id & pick up your grad.
tix & make some SSSSSI
I will pay CASH lor your grad tixl
Call Jen O 37? 3506 today!

1 to 3 subleasers needed. May
Ihrough August. 3 bdrm. house. May
rent free. $187/month. Contact Jonna at 354-5386.
2 summer subleasers, 4 bdrm.
house. $250 each per mo. Call 3525228.
ASAP One summer subleaser to
share two bedroom apartment. First
month FREE. 353-0183.
Oesperately needed i female subleaser Aug 01- May 02. own room.
close to campus, 319 Pike St., rent
S250/mo. Call Jenni 353-6271.

Finals are
coming...
Are you
ready???
3 more days
of classes
until finals

Fern, roommate needed Aug '01Aug '02. Own room, close to campus $220 per month plus 1/2 utilities. 250-2599 or
maymee77 ©aol.com.

Child care. 12 yr. old girl. 15-20
hr/week Flexible hrs. Starts June 7
through the end of August. Must
have own car. Call 352-0784.
Desk clerk needed for local motel.
4pm to midnight shift. Minimum 3
shifts per week Must work most
weekends. Inquire at Buckeye Inn
btwn. 8-4. Mon thru Fri.
Environment Jobs - A Poem
Summer jobs are a Bummer
Make a difference this summer
Make politicians take heed.
Fight corporate greed
Save our water and air
For we have little to spare
There's pollution in our rivers
and ports.
Join our campaign and get paid to
save the planet in your shorts!
M-F 2-11pm. $350-450/wk
(419)255-6028.

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
for one bedroom. Right across from
Kohl Mall on East Wooster. Only
5250/month (plus phone & electric)
Call Ntcole at 353-7199.
Grad. tix needed. Will pay money.
Call Katie at 353-3181.
Grad. tixneeded. Will pay.
Call Jen at 372-3907.
Graduation Tickets Need
Will Pay
Call Valerie 354-8299.
Need Arts & Sciences graduation
tickets! Will pay.
Call Rachel © 354-6772.

• Many Sizes

Need graduation tickets.
Will pay money.
Call Louis 287-3211
Needed six graduation tickets for
Arts and Sciences Will Pay $$. Call
Kate 509-4497.
Rmte needed June 2001 to May
2002. Cheap rent, all util. includ.
Call Alisha 354-6713.

Summer
Storage!

Child Care needed in our Sylvania
home for our 9 & 10 yr. old. Must be
avail, for summer June fl-Aug 28,
b/w 8 am & 4 pm Must have own
car & 2 ref. Please send a 1 pg
desep. of qualifications to
P.O. Box 597. Sylvania. OH 43560.

Female subleaser for Fall 01 -Spring
02 $190/month Own bdrm Call Erica. 352-7219

Near Campus
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Summer Leases
Clean

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Attention: $14.15 base-appt., guaranteed starting pay. Fun work environment w/other students. 10-40
hrs./wk. around classes/other job.
Co-ops/Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no
door-to-door sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must have positive attitude & good people skills.
Call Mon -Fri.
9a-8p, Sat. 11-3.874-1327.
www.workforstudents.com/np.

Female roommate needed tor sum
mer and/or tall '01. Own bedroom
and bath. Close to campus. Rent
negotiable. 353-9122. Karin

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•
•
•
•
•

••Cleaning & Miscellaneous help
needed starting May 14 for short &
long term. Call 353-0325.

Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service
354-4673 BGPC

Summer subleaser May to August
S355 including all utilities. Very
close to campus 353-5461.

Haven't found a summer job yet?
The YMCA of Central Ohio is now
hiring Summer Camp Counselors!
This is a great opportunity to have
fun while you work. We offer competitive pay, great hours, weekends
off. 4 free membership to all those
hired Call the YMCA of Central
Ohio locations at; East (614) 8349622, Near East/Central (614) 2523166, North (614) 885-4252.
South/Central (614) 491-0980,
Southwest (614) 539-1770, West
(614)276 8224
Help Wanted
Full & Part-time Lawn Maintenance
354-1923
Needed cook help, bartenders &
server staff at Real Seafood Company-Toledo. Fill out application at 22
Main St. In Toledo 419-697-5427
Summer help need not apply.

/

>

I J4IGHLAND

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

Office cleaning evenings
8-10 hours per week. Own
transportation required.
Call 3S2-5822.
Painter's helper. Must be mechanically inclined. Flexible hours. R 4 R
Painting. 277-2170 or 655-2773.
Perrysburg home child-care
required 2 mornings per week
tor 2 toddlers. Days flexible.
872-2148
Reliable, energetic employee needed in shipping department ASAP.
12-15 hrs. a week scheduled between 11:00am and 3:00pm M-F.
$7.50/hr lifting up to 40 lbs required. Next to railroad tracks between Clough and Lehman. Call Lu
at 352-1134
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT posilion assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting. Part-time, and sub positions available ranging Irom 14-71
hours biweekly. Salary is $7.55/hour
for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at $10.24/hour based upon experience. High school diploma or
GED required: no experience necessary. Positions available in Bowling
Green. Portage and Haskins areas
Application packet may be obtained
from Wood County Board of MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling Green, Ent B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.
Seeking education major to provide
summer child care in our Perrysburg
home. 24-30 hrs/wk, days and time
are flexible Children ages 10. 8, 2
yrs Occasional transportation of the
children needed to pool, practices,
etc Please call (419) 661-0733
Single, non-smoking female wanted
for live in nanny position. Stay at
home mom needs help with light
house work, childcare, and transportation lo and from school and activities. Private bedroom entrance and
bath tn rural BG home. Salary and
hours negotiable. Exp. and references required. Musi enjoy animals
and country life 823-1547
Summer daytime child care for older
children Good driving record
required. Perfect tor an active individual. 25-30 hrs a week, hours can
be flexible lo allow tor classes. Call
Carol @ 354-2196
Wanted companion for 18yr. old
MR/DD girl. My BG home. M-F
6-3:30, Jun.-Aug., some exp. req'd
weekly salary and/or room & board.
352-7745 eves.
We are looking for hard-working college students with some painting expenence for summer help. Own
transportation a must Call 882-0564

1987 Bonneville, runs great.
asking $900.
Call 352-1383, Bill
1989 Honda Accord. 255,000 mi.
Needs work. $1500373-0465
1992 Chrysler GTC Convertible.
80,000 mi. $3,000 373-0010.
93 Grand Prix, 4 Or, blue, 111K
highway miles. Good cond , $5300
obo. Call after 6pm, 352-2336.
Bed - Queen pillow top, new, in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800. Sacrifice $189 Can
deliver. Call 419-509-8341.
Couches, dressers,
and end table
354-2337.
Double mattress and box spring
frame only year old. Great condition
$200 OB O. 352-8289
HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1800-719-3001 ext4558.
Ml. Bike for Sale Mann-Rocky
Ridge, very light weight w/ extras
$350 obo Call Matt 419-509-1094.
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
Prescription & non proscription
Ray-ban, Gargoyles, & Serengetti
also avail. John T. Archer & Associates. 1222 Ridgewood BG 352-2502
PERFECT STUDENT CAR!
'95 Hyundai Sonata GOS, dark
green, loaded: V6, snrt . leather, remote entry ♦ start, CD and tape,
Alloy, only $5,500 OBO. MUST
SELL! 352-1631
Prepaid phone cards cheap 10%
disc 1.951 mins. Send $15.00 to
Buckeye Phone Cards. PO Box 203
Arcadia. OH 44804/Leave msg. at
419-424-1056/email
clopell617daol.com.

1 bdrm apt. across from campus
Avail. June 1st, 1 yr. lease
$350/mo. ♦ utilities Call 419-8975997.
I female subleaser Own room. Soo
ond St $220'mo . util Call 3730253.
12 mo. leases starling May 19,
2001:
322 E Court «2 1 br .1 person
$395 incl all util.
605 5th #C 2 Br, 2 person $400
.util
520 Wallace. 3 Br House $900
+util.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710

Education Institute of
Bowling Green

MANAGEMENT

/C||fcCA

3 bdrm. house for sublease
May ■ ?
354-2337.

*

3 bedroom apartment (House) MayAugust $840 a month, NO utilities.
216 Manvillc "-wariest 3530309
3 bedroom, 1 bath. 832 Third St
Available August $725/month
(419|474-5344.
3-4 BR house, country setting, ofty
services, W/D. grad /prof,
$1000/mo , Call 354-6036.
4 bedroom house on 5th street.
Available mid August $720/month
plus utilities. 12 month lease 3542500
723 Fourth, 3 bdrm., 2 bath. Avail
May 17 $800 mo plus util.
353-0494
Available August 15 2 bdrm apt
Close to campus Call 686-4651
Available August
15
Efficiency
close to campus $250/month Call
686-4651
Houses. 1, 2, S 3 bdrm apis, beginning May 01 9 & 12 mo. leases.
352-7454

Quiet 1 BR w/hol tub & pond in
back Avail approx. May 15. 3532301
Sell Storage units available.
Summer leases. Many sizes.
Call Buckeye Storage 352-1520
Subleaser needed Large 3 story duplex May-August $280/monthor
best offer. Call Kelli 9 494-4355
Two bedroom, furnished or unfurnished apartments. 724 6th St. &
705 7th SI $525 per month school
year lease. $460 per month full year
lease 354-0914.

Downtown BG. * 353-1.361
www.cla-zel.com

2001/2002
Openings-Leasing Now
ALSO DOING
SUMMER LEASING
llillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.

ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!

Air condition/Dishwasher

In* Highland!
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry focHtles
m bldg.. o/c qUel.
From $395/monfh

Know
When\ Mnn-Ihy,*
to
"M;'w

354-2260

The HomesleodGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C,
on-slte laundry, cerarrtc tie.
soundproof construction skytghts
dishwashers, vaulted ceBngs
From S510/monrh - 12 month

lii I,' Sal
III* Irtaifllrill!

14354 West Poe
3+ bedrooms, rural setting
W/D. city services
\S HMO/rnonrh - 12 month leas*

GREATrOODLAU

1 Bdrm & 2 Bdrm
Garbage Disposal
washer/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Starts al $390-Call 353-5800

Learn the time-proven

-SflfcCA

Montessori
Approach

Evergreen Apt 215 E Poe
Studios & Large I Bdrms.
Laundry on site
Starts at S250 Call 353-5800

to Early Childhood
Education.
Take our comprehensive one-year
program and become a
Credentialed Montessori Early
Childhood Educator.
OR
Take only the program module(s)
most useful to you and receive
Continuing Educatlon/Protessional
Development Credits.
Classes start June 18. 2001, and
space is limited. Call today, or visit
our website, for complete program
details.

Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St
IbdrmMir Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $400 - Call 353-5800

/rtfEfcCA
Stop by our office at

1045 N. Main SI.
for complete listing or
Cadi 353-5800.
vrww.v.nict.or£/~mec<a

Karen Brotzki, Program Director
630 S. Maple St. BG, OH 43402
419-352-4203
montesso 8 wcnet.org
www.vrcnet.org/-montesso/

Ma. Mi

$25 Eye Exam
!
Plus 40% Off Any Frame!!

etRtvaae $

^^

873-1184

;

26597 N. Dixie Hwy (near Churchill's in Perrysburg)
^,
jfiR«J**»

—_j»
/^^

.
^^^
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Check Us Out I!
www.homecityice.com

MaaSSS

SUMMERHUP

*****

Great Job Opportunities !!
Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Full- Time During Summer» Breaks

<*rnM»ri(TiVr,',l-^-,V'iwL*rvf ««nVrt<ltfciU^Mournkptrkkr*Onion$OpinmfP\-Ori*t2* |

ptaEmtoinMlMnu

2 bedroom Troup St., 1 blk. to campus. New, carpet, windows, rool.
Incl garage, yard, driveway. Avail.
ASAP, 373-1775.

Management Inc.

wvrw.wcnet.org/--hlohlond

Jay-Mar Apartments
803315 8th St.
2 bedroom-$475/mo -12 mo. toot*
Somo remodeled
$550/mo-12mo. lease
Laundry factftles on-slte
♦Ait/heat

Seem
to

Rentals available
for summer and
fall. Stop by for
our full listing.

MuSpmhorryn>rur i nintr.m!
mavr^-ixi-ittiKhmhxiuKrKiv

2 bdrm lurn apt w/shuttle access
to campus. Avail. May thru Aug. for
summer lease. AC & blinds. 3547266.

130 E. Washington Street. Bowling Green

(hef
(raig
Doesn't

Rental Office
319 E. WoosterSt.

1372 E. Wooster St.: Four-five bedroom unfurnished house. Across
from campus. Will be totally painted
throughout. One bathroom, dishwasher, garbage disposal and
washer/dryer. $1200.00 plus utilities
per month for a 12 month lease.
Available after 7/31/01 352-5620.

Cla-Zel Theatre

The Monlessori Teacher
Are you a College
Student, Educator,
Home Schooler, or
Day Care Provider?

••Apartments, and Rooms
630 N. Summit Apts , $560/ mo.
309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms $2207mo ,
includes util.. male students.
Also Summer Rentals Only
Call 353-0325

LEASING FOR AUGUST
1 bdrm grad student: 601 3rd st:
2 bdrm undergrad: 704 5th St.;
2 bdrm. mature renters; 710 7lh st.
352-3445.

For Rent

354-6036

JOHNNEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

For Rent

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY II
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

BIG SUMMER CASH!!!!
Now accepting for summer employment
and for several <

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

ifeXB DBOWN

1-800-899-8070
Located just minutes from Caw pus I

Loo

Bowling Green Pain Clinic
Medical and Chiropractic Services
11. Smith M.D. Patrick O'Shea D.C.
■ Back, neck, and limb pain
• Sports injuries

We Also Have Facilities In Other Cities, Call Ual
Lexington, KY
LMna/Bucyrui
Clevaianrl/Ashiand
Canton/Erie
Orx*>n«VKentijcky
MarntietavAthland

1-800-674-0880
1-800-288-4040
1 -800-894-0529

DaylorvSprmgtiekl
Detroit
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

1-800-283-5511
1-734-955-9094
1-800-355-2732
1-800-545-4423
1-800-545-4423

No Experience Necessary. Train In one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
Flexibility. Start training NSUM

• Headaches
• General practice^

1072 N. Main
Immediate Appointments 354-6166

1-800-933-3575
1400-894-0529

Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

.

www. homecjtYJce, CQIH

